
Free Wheel'n

1. Time

2. Exclamation

3. Adjective

4. Adjective

5. Present Tense Verb

6. Number

7. Present Tense Verb

8. State

9. Exclamation

10. Noun

11. Number

12. Present Tense Verb

13. Adjective

14. Animal Plural

15. Adjective

16. Noun

17. Adjective

18. Job Title

19. Adverb

20. Person In Room

21. Past Tense Verb

22. Number

23. Exclamation
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24. Body Fluid

25. Body Fluid

26. Adjective

27. Body Fluid

28. Verb Ending In Ing



Free Wheel'n

As the clock hits Time Grahm wakes in anticipation of his day ahead. Exclamation thinks

Grahm, "I wonder how far the Adjective little mice ran last night?"; Grahm is so Adjective to see

the results, he Present tense verb out of bed so he can be the Number one to work. As he

Present tense verb through traffic to get to work, a cop spots the State license plates and motions to

Grahm to pull over. "Oh Exclamation ; exclaims Grahm, "not another Noun ; It would be his

Number ticket that month. However, this time would be different because Grahm was Present 

tense verb to OMRF to make a Adjective discovery. "Officer", says Grahm, "my Animal plural

have been running all night, and I am so Adjective to get to work that I lost track of my Noun .

Can you give me an escort so I can make this Adjective discovery?"; The cop realized that Grahm wasn't

just any guy, he was a Job title . "Lead the way,"; said the cop. "I'll get us there as Adverb as

possible."; Grahm got to OMRF so early, he even beat Person in room to work. Grahm Past tense verb

to the mouse room to find Number files waiting for him to analyze. Exclamation This project rocks

!,"; exclaimed Grahm. Grahm proceeded to wash out the mouse Body fluid and Body fluid from the

cage while his Adjective algorithm processed all the data. And as he picked the Body fluid off the

wheel, Grahm dreamed of Verb ending in ing a human-sized wheel for himself some day.
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